Jacob Taylor
“How I paint and make art”

What will you need
•

Acrylic paint , Red, Blue and Yellow

•

1 thick paint brush

•

1 skinny paint brush

•

4 sheets of paper

•

Pencil or pen

•

4 paint pots

My name is Jacob Taylor I am a Artist/Illustrator
living and working in the Rhondda Valleys.
I create and paint in a lowbrow, surrealistic
graphic style. I paint, draw and create in a very
spontaneous visual way. I like to experiment
with diﬀerent techniques and mediums,
mainly working in traditional methods. I have
worked as a professional freelance illustrator
designing for clothing brands, bands and skate
companies (And I Love it!!). I studied Illustration
in University of South Wales. I also exhibit and my
work in exhibitions and on the internet.
I have some simple task to show you how I develop
and paint some of my work in 4 easy stages.
(I Hope you enjoy!)

Task 1 - Layout
In the first task we will look at our idea and do an activity
to develop the composition (layout) and prepare the sketch
for our canvas.
The composition or layout of a painting is very important as it
gives emotion, flow and focus to the painting.
In this task we will draw 6 mini sketches (thumb nails) of what
our painting could look like. This activity is very important as it
can give us ideas that you possibly wouldn’t have thought of if you
would have stuck to your first idea you had. Each Thumb nail
you draw take the parts that you like from the previous
Sketches and develop your idea as you create the next one.
After you have drawn your 6 sketches pick your favourite lay out
and sketch it out on your canvas with a mixture of paint and
water so it dose not come through your next layer of paint too
much.
You can be as loose as you want for the sketch as it is only the
foundation of your painting and can adjust it whenever you need.

Task 2 - Colour
In this task you will be mixing the three
secondary colours from the three primary colours.
The 3 primary colours are Red, Blue and Yellow and
from these 3 colours you can mix many diﬀerent
shades of secondary colours by changing the ratio of
The primary colour. The three secondary colours you
will be mixing are Green, Orange and Violet.
You will need 3 sheets of paper a paint brush and
Red, Blue and yellow paint for this exercise .
On one sheet you will mix a range of shades of Violet
with diﬀerent amounts of Blue and Red.
(Red + Blue = Violet)
On the next sheet you will mix a range of Green
shades with diﬀerent amounts of Blue and Yellow.
(Blue + Yellow = Green)
On the last sheet yow will mix a range of shades of
Orange with diﬀerent amounts of Red and Yellow.
(Red + Yellow =Orange)

Colour Blocking
After mixing your three sheets of secondary
colours ( Green, Orange and Violet) compare
your mixed colours next to each other.
Find a nice combination that works well and
compliments each other well. You can only
pick 1 of each as this painting will be
completed with a limited colour pallet.
After you chose a nice combination of colours
one from each of the sheets. Mix more of your
chosen colours in a pot try and get them as
accurate to your original colour as possible.
Its always better to mix more, as you do not
want to run out as it can be diﬃcult to
recreate exactly the same pigment.
After you have the 3 colours mixed and ready
to go, use the thick paint brush to fill in your
sketch on your canvas. You can be as loose ,
expressive or as clean and meticulous as you
want it is up to you.

Task 3 - Texture and depth
In this exercise we will lighten or darken our
secondary colour that we mixed in the previous
exercise for a simple and eﬀective way to create
depth and texture.
Mix a little bit of black with your colours that you
used in the previous task. Use this darkened tone
of colour to create the shadows and to pick
up texture of your painting.
Use your sketch lines as a guide.
If you want to also paint some highlights use the
same process but with white paint instead of black.
You don’t want to put too much paint in at once.
Only add a little bit of paint at a time as you can
always add more.

Task 4 - Lining (inking)
In this final task you will bring your canvas together
by lining your painting and making it pop.
You can line your painting in many diﬀerent ways and
make many diﬀerent types of marks and lines.
Be as free as you want with your mark making.
For this activity you will need a skinny paint brush and
black acrylic paint and a little bit of water mixed in so
the paint flows better.(This will make your lines cleaner
and makes it easier to apply to the canvas)
You can follow your sketch Lines that may be peeping
through your paint from the first task as guidelines
when lining.
It is good to use a range of diﬀerent thickness of lines
When lining your painting to keep it looking exiting.

